ParkSEIS (MASW Software) - Specifications

ParkSEIS is a Windows-based program for MASW data analysis. It can also process seismic data from a refraction survey if relatively lowfrequency geophones were used (e.g., < 14 Hz). It generates shear-wave velocity (Vs) of the near-surface (e.g., ≤ 30 m) geotechnical
materials in 1D (Vs30m), 2D (cross section), and pseudo-3D (depth slice) modes. It processes seismic data saved with a multichannel
seismograph (e.g., 24-channel) in SEG-2 format. Users can perform the entire process sequence of field-geometry setup, dispersion and
inversion analyses through either a graphical-wizard-driven approach or a fully-automated flow.
System Requirements:
Windows XP, Vista, 7, 8, and 10 with a
minimum of 4 GB memory (RAM).
License Type:
Single-computer installation (online
delivery) and USB-dongle license
Versions Available:

3.0 and AUTO

General Features:







Active, passive, and active-passive combined MASW surveys
process
Generation of 1D, 2D, and pseudo-3D shear velocity (Vs)
maps.
Seismic site characterization for Vs30m evaluation in NEHRP and EURO code.
2D velocity (Vs) cross section
2D Young's modulus (E) & Shear modulus () cross section
2D topographic (elevation) correction

Special Features:











Full automatic ("one-click") process (1D & 2D) for active, passive, and
active-passive surveys
Bedrock evaluation of shear (Vs) and compressional (Vp) velocities
(Frequency-Summation technique)
Field geometry setup with graphical wizard approach
2D P-velocity (Vp) cross section(empirical conversion from Vs cross
section)
2D Back Scattering Analysis (BSA) cross section for anomaly detection
2D common-offset (CO) section for both surface- and body-wave arrival
patterns
ReMi process for 1D and 2D velocity (Vs) maps.
Apparent-mode (A0) inversion for inverse-velocity structure ("mode jump" inversion)
Velocity-interface-detection algorithm for accurate bedrock depth evaluation ("detect bedrock" option)
Modeling modal dispersion curves (fundamental and higher modes)
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Modeling multichannel seismic data (vertical and horizontal components)
Modeling dispersion image

Video Tutorials:
Watch an entire series of video tutorials available at YouTube. Tutorials range from
a basic overview of the software to advanced topics like Back Scattering Analysis
(BSA).
User Guides:
A complete set of help files is included in the software and also available online.
Users can find all the information about the software and the MASW method in this
helpful series of manuals.
Publications:
The software includes all academic publications relating to algorithms used in the
software. Each set of user guides includes proper links to these related articles.
Purchase or Lease:
Purchase of the software comes with technical support available directly from the
developer of ParkSEIS, Dr. Choon Park, who is also the lead developer of the MASW
method. The lease option is also available for 1-week and 1-month terms.
Contact:

email: parkseis@parkseismic.com, phone: 347-860-1223 (Dr. Park, MonFri, 9am-6pm US EST)
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